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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the duration dependence in stock market cycles. A new 
definition of stock market cycles is proposed. We have tested the null hypothesis of 
duration independence by means of the nonparametric procedure of Diebold and 
Rudebusch (1990). Besides the American stock markets, we have also studied the 
emerging stock markets of China. For all these markets, we find little evidence of 
duration dependence in Bear or Bull markets alone. Nonetheless, we find some evi-
dence of duration dependence in the Bear-to-Bull and Bull-to-Bear market whole 
cycles, indicating that the lengths of whole cycles tend to cluster around a certain 
duration. We also compare two sub-samples of the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
Index and find that the market efficiency has been improving over time. 
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中 文 摘 要 
本論文研究了股票市場周期的持續依賴性 (du ra t ion d e p e n d e n c e )問題。文章 
引進了一個新的股市周期 ( s t o c k market c y c l e s )的定義。我們用 D i e b o l d禾口 
R u d e b u s c h的非參分析方法 ( n o n p a r a m e t r i c p r o c e d u r e )來檢驗股票市場沒有持續 
依賴性的原始假設。除了美國股票市場，我們還研究了新興的中國股票市場。 
對所有這些股市，我們在熊市 (Bear m a r k e t s )或牛市 ( B u l l m a r k e t s )中並不能找到 
持續依賴性的證據。然而，我們在熊市到牛市(Bear to B u l l )和牛市到熊市 ( B u l l to 
Bear)整個周期中找到了一些持續依賴的證據，這說明整個周期傾向于聚集在某 
個長度附近。此外，我們還比較了道瓊斯工業平均指數的兩個子集，結果顯示 
股票市場的效率 ( m a r k e t e f f i c i e n c y )隨著時間不斷地提高。 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
A large number of studies have examined various kinds of duration events, 
such as unemployment spells, birth intervals, and business and stock market cycles. 
A duration is the length of time elapsing from the beginning of a certain event, either 
until its end or until the measurement is taken. Studies on duration dependence ex-
amine whether the termination probability of a state depends on its age. 
Duration dependence of business cycles has been extensively studied. In the 
late 1990s, the expansion of the US business cycles is unprecedentedly long. This 
motivated a lot of empirical work on the duration dependence of business cycles, 
including Diebold and Rudebusch (1990, 1991), Niemira (1991), Sichel (1991), 
Durland and McCurdy (1994). It has been found that the periods of expansions or 
contractions in economic activities are more likely to end over a longer duration. 
Duration dependence of stock market cycles has also been of great interest for 
many decades. Early on, several researchers, such as Lo and Mackinlay (1988), 
Fama and French (1988), Poterba and Summers (1988), Richardson and Stock 
(1989), and Boudok and Richardson (1994), have studied the long-run serial correla-
tions in stock returns. Other related studies include Wang (1993), McQueen and 
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Thorley (1994), Cochran and Defina (1995), Cecchetti et al. (2000), and Gordon and 
St-Amour (2000). More recently, Ohn et al. (2004) employ discrete-time tests and 
find some evidence of duration dependence in the US business and stock market cy-
cles. Lunde and Timmermann (2004) study the duration dependence of stock prices 
and reject the random walk model in both Bull and Bear markets. 
While the terms of 'Bull' and ‘Bear’ are commonly used in stock markets, 
there is no widely accepted formal definition for them in the existing literature. Ear-
lier studies, including those of Fabozzi and Francis (1977), Kim and Zumwalt (1979), 
and Chen (1982), consider the Bull market as the period in which the returns exceed 
a certain threshold value. Recently, Bull and Bear markets have often been defined 
through tracking the movements of stock prices between local peaks and troughs 
(Pagan and Sossounov, 2003; Lunde and Timmermann, 2004). 
Most of these studies rely very much on subjective visual inspection of the 
market peaks and troughs. As a result, different researchers may identify different 
market states for the same data set. Recognizing these complications, we introduce a 
new definition of stock market cycles based on Moving Average Rules in technical 
analysis 1. A Bull (Bear) market is defined as the period during which the stock index 
‘Technica l analysis refers to the design of trading rules and indicators, and the application of those indictors to 
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is above (below) its Moving Average (for example, the 12-Month Moving Average). 
Otherwise, it is recognized as a Bear market. Our definition provides a unique way 
to measure Bull and Bear states and consequently avoids the subjective visual in-
spection of the market peaks and troughs. 
To study the duration dependence in stock market cycles, this thesis investi-
gates the nature of the probability process that generates the durations and introduces 
the notion of stock market cycle periodicity. 
We employ a nonparametric procedure to test the null hypothesis that there is 
no duration dependence in stock market cycles. The tests are identical to those used 
by Diebold and Rudebusch (1990) for the duration dependence of business cycles. 
Nonparametric tests are used because incorrectly specified parametric forms can dis-
tort the results and lead to severely misleading inferences (Heckman and Singer, 
1984). Furthermore, our nonparametric tests have excellent power against various 
alternatives, such as the WeiBull and Chi-squared. 
make decisions for an underlying asset. Popular trading rules include Moving Average (MA), Relative Strength 
Index (RSI) and Filter Rules (FR). Technical analysts believe that history repeats itself, and they look for certain 
price patterns. They make trading decisions by identifying trend changes at an early stage and maintaining an 
investment posture until the weight of the evidence indicates that the trend has reversed. The profitability of 
those rules is generally considered as evidence against the Efficient Market Hypothesis. Brock et al. (1992) 
demonstrate the significant forecasting power of technical analysis in the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index. 
Bessembinder and Chan (1997) state that technical analysis is useful for forecasting stock returns in some Asian 
markets, and Sweeney (1986) and Neely et al. (1997) document the success of similar technical rules in the cur-
rency markets. Sharpe et al. (1995) summarize the recent evidence and state that the success of technical analysis 
offers a challenge to the Efficient Market Hypothesis. 
‘ F o r the power performance of the tests, one is referred to Shapiro and Wilk (1972), Brain and Shapiro (1983), 
Stephens (1978) and Samanta and Schwarz (1988). 
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This thesis investigates the duration dependence of four stock indices, namely, 
the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, the NASDAQ Composite Index, the 
Shanghai A Share Index, and the Shenzhen B Share Index. For both American and 
Chinese markets, we have found some evidence of duration dependence in whole 
cycles, but little evidence elsewhere. Furthermore, we have also examined two 
sub-samples of the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, using the launching date of 
the NASDAQ Composite Index as the cut-off date. It is shown that the market effi-
ciency is higher in the latter sub-sample. 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature 
of duration dependence in business and stock market cycles, as well as the defini-
tions of Bull and Bear markets. In Chapter 3, we explain the duration dependence 
and stock market cycle periodicity and introduce four different nonparametric tests 
for the null hypothesis of duration independence. Chapter 4 analyzes the data and 
presents the summary statistics of four stock market indices. Empirical results and 
sub-sample analysis are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. Finally, 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 
2.1 Duration Dependence in Business Cycles 
The study of duration dependence in business cycles can date back to the work 
of Fisher (1925), in which the question of whether the termination probability of an 
economic state is a constant is raised. Recently, some researchers model the business 
cycle as switches between two discrete states, expansion and recession. Neftci (1982) 
argues that the transition probabilities are duration dependent and the longer the 
economy stays in one state, the more likely it will switch to the other state. Hamilton 
(1989) raises an opposite view that the transition probabilities are duration inde-
pendent. Niemira (1991) and McCullonch (1975) argue that once an expansion or 
recession has reached (or exceeded) its historical minimum duration, the transition 
probability becomes independent of its length. 
Diebold and Rudebusch (1990, 1991) and Diebold et al. (1993) investigate 
duration dependence in the American business cycles using nonparametric methods. 
They fail to find duration dependence in expansions or contractions. However, they 
find evidence of positive duration dependence in whole cycles. 
Sichel (1991) examines the duration dependence of the US business cycles 
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using parametric hazard models. A specific functional form for the hazard rate, the 
WeiBull, is assumed, and the parameters of interest are estimated from the US busi-
ness cycle chronology as determined by the National Bureau of Economic Research 
(NBER). He finds evidence of positive duration dependence for expansions before 
World War II and for contractions after World War II. 
Durland and McCurdy (1994) study the duration dependence of the US busi-
ness cycles using a Markov regime switching approach. They find evidence in sup-
port of duration dependence for recessions but little for expansions. 
Zuehlke (2003) extends the work of Sichel (1991) using a longer time series 
and a generalized WeiBull function. He finds evidence of duration dependence for 
expansions. 
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2.2 Duration Dependence in Stock Market Cycles 
Since the seminal work of Samuelson (1965), Fama (1965) and Leroy (1973), 
the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and random walk models have become the 
cornerstone of modern finance. A lot of empirical work has examined the deviations 
from these benchmark models. Lo and Mackinlay (1988), Fama and French (1988), 
Poterba and Summers (1988), Richardson and Stock (1989), and Boudokh and 
Richardson (1994), study long-run serial correlations in stock returns and find dura-
tion dependence in stock market cycles. 
McQueen and Thorley (1994) study speculative bubbles and state that the 
presence of bubbles implies positive duration dependence in runs of high returns. 
Using monthly stock market returns from 1927 to 1991, they find evidence of dura-
tion dependence, in the sense that the probability of observing an end to a run of 
high returns declines with the length of the sequence. However, their study shows no 
obvious evidence of duration dependence for negative runs. Besides bubbles, infor-
mation effects or fundamental factors, such as risk premiums, may also cause dura-
tion dependence in stock markets. Cecchetti et al. (2000) introduce belief distortions 
that occur over expansions and contractions and lead to persistence and predictability 
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in returns. Gordon and St-Amour (2000) propose a model in which preferences 
change with the switch of the regime. 
Cochran and Defina (1995) apply the WeiBull hazard model to investigate the 
duration dependence in the US stock market cycles. The results show that duration 
dependence exists in pre-World II expansions and in post-World War II contractions. 
Based on the work by Cochran and Defina (1995), Harman and Zuehlke (2004) up-
date the postwar sample and employ a generalized WeiBull model that gives greater 
flexibility by incorporating one additional parameter. They find evidence of duration 
dependence in all samples of expansions and contractions. 
More recently, Ohn et al. (2004) investigate duration dependence in business 
and stock market cycles with discrete-time tests. They make a distinction between 
the discrete and continuous time frameworks and state that once an expansion or 
contraction exceeds some minimum duration, the probability of a turning point is 
independent of its age. They find some evidence of duration dependence in both 
business and stock market cycles. 
Lunde and Timmermann (2004) study the termination probability of a Bull or 
Bear market and find that the longer a Bull market has lasted, the lower is the prob-
8 
ability that it will come to a termination. In contrast, the longer a Bear market has 
lasted, the higher is its termination probability. Harding and Pagan (2006) define the 
synchronization of cycles and apply it to European industrial production and 
monthly stock indices. Strong evidence of synchronization in stock prices is found. 
In the majority of applications, the focus is on the US stock market. Recently, 
there are also studies on the emerging stock markets. Mookerjee and Yu (1999) study 
the efficiency of Chinese markets during the early 1990s and fail to reject the Effi-
cient Market Hypothesis on various grounds. Zhang (2003) finds that the probability 
of ending a run of positive excess returns decreases with the length of the run, which 
implies the duration dependence in Chinese stock market cycles. Chen and Shen 
(2006) investigate the duration dependence of five Pacific Rim economies, Taiwan, 
Singapore, Japan, South Korea, and Hong Kong. They find duration dependence in 
the stock markets of Taiwan and Singapore stock only. 
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2.3 Definition of Bull and Bear Markets 
To study the duration dependence of stock market cycles, it is necessary to de-
fine "cycles". Although many studies have examined stock markets, no consensuss 
exists regarding the appropriate definition of Bull and Bear markets. Fabozzi and 
Francis (1977), Kim and Zumwalt (1979), and Chen (1982) define Bull markets as 
the periods when returns in a given month exceed a certain threshold value. Sper-
andeo (1990) proposes a definition that a Bull market is a long-term upward price 
movement characterized by higher intermediate highs interrupted by higher interme-
diate lows. Maheu and McCurdy (2000) sort returns into a high-return stable state 
(Bull market) and a low-return volatile state (Bear market). Chauvet and Potter 
(2000) suggest that Bull (Bear) markets correspond to periods of generally increas-
ing (decreasing) market prices. 
More recently, Bull and Bear markets are often defined through the tracking of 
the movements in stock prices between local peaks and troughs. Pagan and Sos-
sounov (2003) posit that a stock market changes from a Bear state to a Bull state if 
prices have risen for a substantial period since their previous (local) troughs. This 
allows the possibility of negative price movements in a Bull market or positive 
1 0 
movements in a Bear market. They provide some extra rules to restrict the extent of 
these movements. As for Bull or Bear markets, the minimum length is 4 months, 
while the minimum duration for a whole cycle is restricted to 16 months. Lunde and 
Timmermann (2004) define Bull and Bear states by a filter that tracks movements 
between local peaks and troughs. 
In this thesis, we propose a new definition of Bull and Bear markets with 
Moving Average Rules. The period during which the stock prices exceed their pre-
vious Moving Average (for example, 12-Month Moving Average) is defined as a 
Bull market. Otherwise, it is recognized as a Bear market. 
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Chapter 3. Nonparametric Tests for Duration Dependence 
3.1 Duration Dependence^ 
There are a large number of studies on duration data.4 A duration is the length 
of time that elapses from the beginning of a certain event, either until its end or until 
the measurement is taken.^ A basic element of this analysis is the hazard function, 
denoted by/i(r), which measures the conditional probability that a process will end 
after a duration of length t. For example, in labor economics, it is found that the du-
ration of unemployment exhibits a decreasing hazard function {dA(t)/dt < 0) or 
negative duration dependence; that is, the longer a person is unemployed, the less 
likely he is to be employed. 
Two kinds of hazard functions are shown in Figure 1. The constant hazard 
function, = A (dashed line), reflects a termination probability without duration 
dependence. The linearly increasing hazard function, 二 at (a>0, solid line), re-
flects a termination probability with positive duration dependence. Consequently, the 
question of the duration dependence of stock markets can be reduced to determining 
whether Bull and Bear markets are governed by a constant hazard function, or by a 
3 More discussions on hazard functions and different forms of periodicity can be found in Diebold and Rude-
busch (1990). For illustration, we reproduce the figures as well. 
4 The literature is well reviewed by Kiefer (1988). 
5 Greene, W. H. (1997), Econometric Analysis, London: Prentice-Hall Company, 455. 
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non-constant hazard function. 
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A hazard function/L(r) provides the unconditional density of durations f {t)， 
/ � = / L � exp[-JVl(w)Jw] (1) 
Figure 2 shows the duration densities corresponding to the hazard functions in Fig-
ure 1. The constant hazard implies an exponential density of durations (dashed line) 
/ i ( / ) =义exp[-/U]，t>0 (2) 
Thus, given a constant probability of termination A, the density of durations is 
monotonically declining. On the other hand, the linearly increasing hazard implies a 
particular non-exponential density of durations (solid line), 
f^(0 = atexp[-at^ /2], t>0, a>0 (3) 
This density is non-monotonic and has a clear concentration of probability mass 
around the modal value. 
In sum, a constant hazard implies an exponential distribution of durations, 
while a linear hazard does not. Furthermore, the positive duration dependence of an 
increasing hazard induces duration "clustering" around the mean duration. 
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3.2 Stock Market Cycle Periodicity 
The duration dependence of the whole cycle is related to its periodicity. Before 
proceeding further, we first briefly review several different forms of periodicity. 
A variable X^ exhibits deterministic strong periodicity of period T if 
Xt+T = Xt, for all t ( Figure 3). As far as the stock market is concerned, a weaker 
form is more useful. We define that a deterministic Bear-to-Bull weak periodicity (of 
period T) exists, if, for every t such that X^ is the beginning of a Bear market and 
Xt+了 will be the end of the subsequent Bull market. 
Figure 4 shows an example of the deterministic Bear-to-Bull weak periodicity, 
with a series that has uniformly spaced Bear-to-Bull cycles. Unlike those in Figure 3, 
the cycles in Figure 4 are not periodic at every point in the cycles. In particular, note 
that this series does not exhibit deterministic Bull-to-Bear weak periodicity, which is 
exhibited when the beginning of a Bull market at time t is always followed by the 
end of the Bear market at time t + T. 
In reality, stock market cycles are stochastic rather than deterministic. We say 
that a variable X^  exhibits stochastic strong periodicity of period T if C o i t ( X j , 
Xt+T) is high for all t. A series displays stochastic Bear-to-Bull weak periodicity (of 
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Figure 3: Deterministic strong periodicity 
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period T) if for every X^ that is the beginning of a Bear market, X^^ ^ is the end of 
the following Bull market, where x is a random variable with mean T and a small 
variance cr^. It is precisely the stochastic weak form of periodicity that we shall test 
as our null hypothesis later. 
In particular, suppose that the durations of cycles from Bear to Bull cluster 
around a period of 40 months, then a 20-month-old cycle is less likely to end (i.e., 
more likely to survive another 20 months) and a 60-month-old cycle is more likely to 
end than a 40-month-old cycle. Thus, for periodic cycles, the probability of ending a 
cycle increases with the length of the cycle. Non-periodic cycles, on the other hand, 
have no particular interval after which they are more likely to end. 
The stochastic weak form of periodicity, defined in terms of a clustering ten-
dency of intervals between turning points, has been discussed in earlier studies. For 
example, Diebold and Rudebusch (1990) use the stochastic peak-to-peak weak pe-
riodicity to explain the duration clustering of the US business cycles. 
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3.3 W and W (to =a) Tests 
In this thesis, we would like to test if there is duration dependence in stock 
market cycles via a nonparametric procedure. The tests are based on the conformity 
of the lengths of Bull and Bear markets to the exponential distribution. The null hy-
pothesis is that the duration random variable t has an exponential probability density 
function, 
Hq : / ( / ) = -1^)], t > A, t^ unknown (4) 
where A is the constant hazard and t^  is an unknown minimum possible duration. 
Following Diebold and Rudebusch (1990), we also employ the test of Shapiro 
and Wilk (1972) in this paper. To implement the test, we first renumber the durations 
in an ascending order and define 
(5) 
N N 
where r = 二 l � t � f f IN , The distribution of W is invariant to 
;=i /=i 
the true values of A and t � . The finite-sample critical values of W for N from 3 to 
100 have been tabulated by Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
To test (4) conditional on a presumed minimum duration t^  = a , we use a 
modified W statistic developed by Stephens (1978). The null hypothesis becomes, 
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H ./(O 二 2exp[-/i(r — <2)]，f 2 a，/i unknown, a known ( 6 ) 
N 
n 广 , } “ 一 a ) and B - -af . Then the new statistic, denoted by Define A 二 ^ /=i 
(7) 0 N[(N + l)B-A^] 
們 . . u / Z f = a) for a sample of size N and the statistic W for a sample of The statistic W^h ^ ^ ^ 
size N+1 have the same distribution. Correspondingly, the W and the modified W 
statistics share the same table of finite-sample critical values. Both statistics allow 
for the absence of short durations. However, the W statistic has an unknown t^  value 
under the null hypothesis, while Wit^ = a) conditions on a presumed t^  value. 
The two tests can be used in conjunction. 
19 
3.4 Z and Z (to =a) Tests 
To test the reliability of our results, we examine another kind of nonparametric 




Z = r (8) 
/=1 i=l 
~ /V ~ /V — 
where i and Y- are the "de-meaned" variables, / = /-(A^/2) andY. =Y.-Y , re-
spectively. Yi is the normalized spacing between the ordered durations defined as 
K = ( y v - / + 1 ) ( ( - i = 2 , … . , N (9) 
The distribution of the Z statistic is asymptotically N (0，1). Moreover, a presumed 
minimum duration t^ = a can also be imposed on the Z statistic. We can consider a 
as the first observation and let y, = - a). The modified statistic is denoted 
by Z{t^= a). 
A lot of studies have examined the power of the W and Z tests against other 
alternatives, such as the Chi-squared, half-normal, lognormal and WeiBull distribu-
tions. Generally, the W and Z tests are capable of detecting the departure from ex-
ponentiality. 
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis 
In Chapter 2, we have defined Bull and Bear markets by comparing monthly 
or weekly stock data with their moving averages. For example, for the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average Index, we compare the monthly stock data with its previous 
12-Month Moving Average (12MMA)^. The period during which the stock prices 
exceed their previous 12MMA is defined as a Bull market. Otherwise, it is a Bear 
market. Furthermore, a cycle is designated only if it has achieved a certain maturity. 
As mentioned before, Pagan and Sossounov (2003) state that the minimum duration 
of a Bull or Bear market should be 4 months. We adopt their practice here. 
We analyze the historical prices of four major stock indices in the US and 
China, including the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, the NASDAQ Composite 
Index, the Shanghai A Share Index, and the Shenzhen B Share Index. Based on the 
new definition, we calculate the corresponding moving average and obtain the 
lengths of Bull and Bear markets from the market turning dates. These monthly or 
weekly durations provide the raw data for our analysis. Table 1 presents our data 
6 Although comparing current stock index with its previous 12-month moving average is widely employed in the 
technical analysis, it may have lag behind the changes in the original data. To check the effectiveness of our defi-
nition, we also use the centered 12-month moving average, i.e. the average of the previous and following 6 
months. However, the results show that many cycles are too short to be useful since the current stock price is 
very close to the centered moving average. The details can be obtained from the author upon requests. 
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generating rules. We also compare our duration data in the American stock market 
with that of the Ohn et al. (2004) in Section 4.1. 
Table 1: Data generating rules 
Duration Moving Average Minimum Dura-Index Data . (years) Rules tion 
Dow Jones 1928-2006 (monthly) 79 12MMA 4M 
NASDAQ 1971-2006 (weekly) 36 6MMA (26WMA) 2M (8W) 
Shanghai A 1992-2006 (weekly) 15 lOWMA 4W 
Shenzhen B 1992-2006 (weekly) 15 lOWMA 4W 
Sub-sample 1 
1928-1971 (monthly) 43 6MMA 2M of Dow 
Sub-sample 2 ^ 
1971-2006 (monthly) 36 6MMA 2M of Dow 
2 2 
4.1 Dow Jones Industrial Average Index 
We examine the monthly Dow Jones Industrial Average Index from October 1， 
1928 to Apr 3, 2006. Bull and Bear markets are defined by comparing the monthly 
index with its previous 12-Month Moving Average (12MMA), as shown in Figures 5 
and 6. The period during which the index exceeds its previous 12MMA is defined as 
a Bull market. Otherwise, it is recognized as a Bear market. As mentioned before, we 
n 
use 4 months as the minimum duration of Bull and Bear markets . Table 2 presents 
the reference dates for Bull and Bear markets and their corresponding durations. The 
last two columns in Table 2 measure the durations in months for the Bear-to-Bull and 
Bull-to-Bear whole cycles. Table 3 contains the summary statistics of each duration 
sample in Table 2. 
7 To test the robustness of our results to the minimum duration, we use 3 months and 5 months respectively, and 
get the similar conclusion. The details can be obtained from the author upon requests. 
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Figure 5: Monthly Dow Jones Index and its 12-Month Moving Average (full) 
DOW JONES STOCK INDEX 
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Table 2: Bull and Bear markets turning dates and durations (months) 
(Dow Jones Industrial Average Index) 
Turning Dates Bear Turing Dates Bull Bear to Bull to 
Markets Markets Bull Bear 
l-Oct-29—l-Mar-33 42 3-Apr-33—2-Apr-34 13 55 19 
l-May-34—l-Oct-34 6 l-Nov-34—3-May-37 31 37 44 
l-Jun-37—l-Jun-38 13 l-Jul-38—l-Feb-39 8 21 14 
l-Mar-39—l-Aug-39 6 l-Sep-39—l-Apr-40 8 14 36 
l-May-40—3-Aug-42 28 l-Sep-42—l-Jul-46 47 75 58 
l-Aug-46—2-Jun-47 11 l-Jul-47—l-Oct-48 16 27 25 
l-Nov-48—l-Jul-49 9 l-Aug-49—2-Mar-53 44 53 51 
l-Apr-53—l-Oct-53 7 2-Nov-53—l-Aug-56 34 41 41 
4-Sep-56—l-Mar-57 7 l-Apr-57—l-Jul-57 4 11 14 
1-Aug-57—l-May-58 10 2-Jun-58—l-Dec-59 19 29 31 
4-Jan-60—l-Dec-60 12 3-Jan-61—l-Mar-62 15 27 22 
2-Apr-62—l-Oct-62 7 l-Nov-62—l-Apr-66 42 49 52 
2-May-66—l-Feb-67 10 l-Mar-67—l-May-69 27 37 44 
2-Jun-69—l-Oct-70 17 2-Nov-70—2-Jan-73 27 44 51 
l-Feb-73—2-Jan-75 24 3-Feb-75—l-Dec-76 23 47 41 
3-Jan-77—l-Jun-78 18 3-Jul-78-^-Sep-79 15 33 22 
l-Oct-79—l-Apr-80 7 l-May-80—l-Jun-81 14 21 27 
l-Jul-81—l-Jul-82 13 2-Aug-82—3-Jan-84 18 31 24 
l-Feb-84—2-Jul-84 6 l-Aug-84—l-Sep-87 38 44 49 
l-Oct-87—l-Aug-88 11 l-Sep-88—2-Jul-90 23 34 28 
l-Aug-90—3-Dec-90 5 2-Jan-91—3-Jan-OO 109 114 148 
1-Feb-OO—1-Apr-Q3 39 l-May-03—3-Apr-06 % 75 NA 
Table 3; Summary statistics of the Bull and Bear markets (months) 
(Dow Jones Industrial Average Index) 
Sample Sample Size Mean Duration Standard Error Min Duration 
Bear Markets 22 14 10.4 5 
Bull Markets 22 27.8 21.9 4 
Bear to Bull 22 41.8 23.2 11 
Bull to Bear ^ ^ ^ U 
2 6 
Figure 7 provides a comparison of our duration data with that of Ohn et al. (2004), 
which employs the definition of Pagan and Sossounov (2003). Series 1 is a graphic 
representation of our duration data from Table 2. A value of 1 is given to the Bull 
states and a value of -1 is assigned to Bear states. Series 2 uses the data from Table 6 
of Ohn et al. (2004). A value of 2 is given to the Bull states and a value of -2 is as-
signed to Bear states. It is observed that the states generated by these two definitions 
• 8 coincide with each other most of the time . 
8 We have compared Table 2 in this thesis with Table 6 of Ohn et al. (2004). For the 777-month period in which 
the two data sets are overlapped (October 1929-June 1994), 621 months (about 80%) share the same market state. 
We have also applied our tests to their data and gel a similar conclusion. The details can be obtained from the 
authors upon requests. 
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4.2 NASDAQ Composite Index 
We examine the weekly NASDAQ Composite Index from February 8，1971 to 
March 27, 2006. As the NASDAQ sample is much shorter than that of the Dow 
Jones, to generate enough duration observations for hypothesis testing, Bull and 
Bear markets are defined by comparing the weekly index with its previous 26-Week 
Moving Average (26WMA). The period during which the index exceeds its previous 
26WMA is defined as a Bull market. Otherwise, it is considered as a Bear market. 
Figures 8 and 9 plot the movements of the NASDAQ and its 26-Week moving aver-
age. As mentioned before, we use 8 weeks as the minimum duration for Bull and 
Bear markets. Table 4 presents the reference dates for Bull and Bear markets and 
their corresponding durations. Table 5 provides the summary statistics of the data in 
Table 4. 
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Figure 8: Weekly NASDAQ Index and its 26-Week Moving Average (full) 
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Figure 9: Weekly NASDAQ Index and its 26-Week Moving Average (partial) 
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Table 4: Bull and Bear markets turning dates and durations (weeks) 
(NASDAQ Composite Index) 
Turning Dates Bull Turing Dates Bear Bull to Bear to 
Bear Bull 
9-Aug-71—28-Aug-72 56 5-Sep-72—23-Oct-72 8 64 20 
30-Oct-72—15-Jan-73 12 22-Jan-73—30-Dec-74 102 114 132 
6-Jan-75—28-Jul-75 30 4-Aug-75—29-Dec-75 22 52 167 
5-Jan-76—9-Oct-78 145 16-Oct-78—15-Jan-79 14 159 72 
22-Jan-79—25-Feb-80 58 3-Mar-80—12-May-80 11 69 76 
19-May-80—lO-Aug-81 65 17-Aug-81—16-Aug-82 53 118 110 
23-Aug-82—19-Sep-83 57 26-Sep-83—23-Jul-84 44 101 148 
30-Jul-84—21-Jul-86 104 28-Jul-86—29-Dec-86 23 127 63 
5-Jan-87—5-Oct-87 40 12-Oct-87—22-Feb-88 20 60 54 
29-Feb-88—17-Oct-88 34 24-Oct-88—27-Dec-88 10 44 52 
3-Jan-89—16-Oct-89 42 23-Oct-89—7-May-90 29 71 40 
14-May-90—23-Jul-90 11 30-Jul-90—7-Jan-91 24 35 90 
14-Jan-91—13-Apr-92 66 20-Apr-92—31-Aug-92 20 86 101 
8-Sep-92—21-Mar-94 81 28-Mar-94—8-Aug-94 20 101 119 
15-Aug-94—l-Jul-96 99 8-Jul-96—3-Sep-96 9 108 109 
9-Sep-96—3-Aug-98 100 lO-Aug-98—26-Oct-98 12 112 87 
2-NOV-98—3-Apr-OO 75 lO-Apr-00—19-Nov-Ol 84 159 94 
26-Nov-Ol—28-Jan-02 10 4-Feb-02-^-Nov-02 40 50 116 
l l - N o v - 0 2 — 1 9 - A p r - 0 4 7 6 2 6 - A p r - 0 4 — l l - O c t - 0 4 2 5 101 4 6 
18-0ct-04—7-Mar-05 21 14-Mar-05—16-May-05 10 31 55 
23-May-05—27-Mar-06 45 NA NA NA 
Table 5: Summary statistics of Bull and Bear markets (weeks) 
(NASDAQ Composite Index) 
Sample Sample Size Mean Duration Standard Error Min Duration 
Bear Markets 20 29.0 25.2 8 
Bull Markets 21 58.4 35.0 10 
Bear to Bull 20 87.6 38.3 20 
Bull to Bear ^ ^ ^ 
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4.3 Shanghai A Share Index 
In recent years, the emergence of China in the world economy has attracted a 
great deal of attention. Both the stock exchanges in Shanghai and Shenzhen have 
experienced phenomenal growth since their establishment in December 1990 and 
April 1991 respectively. There are two kinds of shares traded on the Shanghai and 
the Shenzhen exchanges, the A Shares and the B Shares. A Shares are domestic 
shares which can only be purchased by Chinese citizens. They are quoted in RMB 
and cannot be traded by foreign investors. B Shares can only be purchased by for-
eign investors and are quoted in foreign currencies^. Since A Shares are more ac-
tively traded in the Shanghai Stock Exchange, and B Shares are more actively traded 
in the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, in this thesis, we analyze the weekly data of the 
Shanghai A Share and the Shenzhen B share Indexes. 
For Shanghai A Share Index, our sample period covers January 5, 1992 to 
April 23, 2006. By comparing the stock prices with their previous lOWMA, we are 
able to obtain the lengths of Bull and Bear markets from the market turning dates 
(with a minimum duration of 4 weeks). The weekly durations are given in Table 6, 
which provides the raw data for our analysis. Insights into how our definition parti-
9 In the past, only foreigners or foreign institutions were allowed to trade B shares. Since February 2001, 
Mainlanders are also permitted to trade B Shares via legal foreign currency accounts. 
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tions stock prices into Bull and Bear spells are gained from Figures 10 and 11. Table 
7 summarizes the sample size, the mean duration, the standard error, and the mini-
mum duration of each duration sample in Table 6. The mean duration for Bear mar-
kets is 16.3 weeks against 13.9 weeks for Bull markets. The corresponding standard 
deviations are 10.7 and 7.1 weeks for Bear and Bull markets, respectively. 
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Figure 10: Weekly Shanghai A Share Index and its 10-Week Moving Average (full) 
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Figure 11: Weekly Shanghai A Share Index and its lOW Moving Average (partial) 
SHANGHAI A SHARE STOCK INDEX 
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Table 6: Bull and Bear markets turning dates and durations (weeks) 
(Shanghai A Share Index) 
Turning Dates Bull Turing Dates Bear Bull to Bear to 
Bear Bull 
15-Mar-92—26-Jul-92 20 2-Aug-92—22-Nov-92 17 37 33 
29-NOV-92—14-Mar-93 16 21-Mar-93—14-Nov-93 35 51 40 
21-NOV-93—19-Dec-93 5 26-Dec-93—31-Jul-94 31 36 40 
7-Aug-94—2-Oct-94 9 9-Oct-94—12-Mar-95 22 31 35 
19-Mar-95—ll-Jun-95 13 18-Jun-95—16-Jul-95 5 18 15 
23-Jul-95—24-Sep-95 10 l-Oct-95—18-Feb-96 21 31 45 
lO-Mar-96—18-Aug-96 24 25-Aug-96—22-Sep-96 5 29 17 
29-Sep-96—15-Dec-96 12 22-Dec-96—2-Feb-97 7 19 20 
23-Feb-97—18-May-97 13 25-May-97—12-Oct-97 21 34 26 
19-Oct-97—16-NOV-97 5 23-Nov-97—14-Dec-97 4 9 30 
21-Dec-97—28-Jun-98 26 5-Jul-98—27-Sep-98 13 39 22 
4-Oct-98—29-NOV-98 9 6-Dec-98—7-Mar-99 12 21 18 
14-Mar-99—18-Apr-99 6 25-Apr-99—16-May-99 4 10 23 
23-May-99—26-Sep-99 19 3-Oct-99—2-Jan-OO 14 33 45 
9-Jan-OO—27-Aug-OO 31 3-Sep-OO—29-Oct-OO 8 39 19 
5-Nov-OO—14-Jan-Ol 11 21-Jan-Ol—18-Mar-Ol 7 18 22 
25-Mar-Ol—1-Jul-Ol 15 8-Jul-Ol—3-Mar-02 32 47 42 
10-Mar-02—12-May-02 10 19-May-02—23-Jun-02 6 16 15 
30-Jun-02—25-Aug-02 9 l-Sep-02—12-Jan-03 19 28 39 
19-Jan-03—15-Jun-03 20 22-Jun-03—23-Nov-03 23 43 42 
30-NOV-03—ll-Apr-04 19 18-Apr-04—12-Sep-04 21 40 25 
19-Sep-04—lO-Oct-04 4 17-0ct-04—24-Jul-05 40 44 50 
31-Jul-05—2-Oct-05 10 16-0ct-05—ll-Dec-05 9 19 27 
18-Dec-Q5—23-Apr-Q6 18 NA NA NA 
Table 7: Summary statistics of Bull and Bear markets (weeks) 
(Shanghai A Share Index) 
Sample Sample Size Mean Duration Standard Error Min Duration 
Bear Markets 23 16.3 10.7 4 
Bull Markets 24 13.9 7.1 4 
Bear to Bull 23 30.0 11.0 15 
Bull to Bear ^ ^ 12^ 9 
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4.4 Shenzhen B Share Index 
We also examine the weekly Shenzhen B Share Index from October 6, 1992 to 
April 24, 2006. The analysis is virtually identical to that of the Shanghai A Share In-
dex. We first compare the stock prices with their previous lOWMA (Figures 12 and 
13) and record the lengths of Bull and Bear markets from the market turning dates 
(with a minimum duration of 4 weeks). The weekly durations are given in Table 8; 
while Table 9 presents the summary statistics of the data. The mean duration for 
Bear markets is 14.9 weeks, while it is 14.5 weeks for Bull markets. The corre-
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Table 8: Bull and Bear Markets Turning Dates and Durations (weeks) 
(Shenzhen B Share Index) 
Turning Dates Bull Turing Dates Bear Bull to Bear to 
Markets Markets Bear Bull 
14-Dec-92—8-Mar-93 12 15-Mar-93—16-Aug-93 23 35 44 
23-Aug-93—lO-Jan-94 21 17-Jan-94—25-Jul-94 27 48 38 
I-Aug-94—lO-Oct-94 11 17-Oct-94—3-Jul-95 36 47 47 
10-Jul-95—18-Sep-95 11 25-Sep-95—15-Jan-96 17 28 23 
22-Jan-96—ll-Mar-96 6 18-Mar-96—15-Apr-96 5 11 23 
22-Apr-96—19-Aug-96 18 26-Aug-96—7-Oct-96 7 25 35 
14-Oct-96—5-May-97 28 12-May-97—4-Aug-97 13 41 17 
II-Aug-97—l-Sep-97 4 8-Sep-97—9-Feb-98 21 25 27 
16-Feb-98—23-Mar-98 6 30-Mar-98—4-May-98 6 12 10 
11-May-98—l-Jun-98 4 8-Jun-98—14-Sep-98 15 19 21 
21-Sep-98—26-Oct-98 6 2-Nov-98—15-Mar-99 18 24 37 
22-Mar-99—26-Jul-99 19 2-Aug-99 — 13-Dec-99 19 38 55 
21-Dec-99—11-Sep-OO 36 18-Sep-OO—23-Oct-OO 5 41 34 
30-0ct-00—4-Jun-Ol 29 11-Jun-Ol—12-Nov-Ol 21 50 28 
19-Nov-Ol—31-Dec-Ol 7 7-Jan-02—25-Feb-02 6 13 12 
4-Mar-02—8-Apr-02 6 15-Apr-02—17-Jun-02 9 15 18 
24-Jun-02—19-Aug-02 9 26-Aug-02—30-Dec-02 18 27 48 
6-Jan-03—ll-Aug-03 30 18-Aug-03—29-Sep-03 7 37 33 
8-Oct-03—5-Apr-04 26 12-Apr-04—6-Sep-04 21 47 33 
13-Sep-04—6-Dec-04 12 13-Dec-04—24-Jan-05 7 19 17 
31-Jan-05—ll-Apr-05 10 18-Apr-05—25-Jul-05 14 24 21 
l-Aug-05—12-Sep-05 7 19-Sep-05—19-Dec-05 13 20 29 
4-Jan-Q6—24-Apr-Q6 16 NA NA NA 
Table 9: Summary Statistics of Bull and Bear Markets (weeks) 
(Shenzhen B Share Index) 
Sample Sample Size Mean Duration Standard Error Min Duration 
Bear Markets 22 14.9 8.1 5 
Bull Markets 23 14.5 9.6 4 
Bear to Bull 22 29.5 12.1 10 
Bull to Bear ^ ^ ^ H 
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Chapter 5. Empirical Results 
In Chapter 3, we have proposed various statistical tests for the exponential 
distribution. The probability values (p-values) of the corresponding test statistics are 
given in Tables 11-17. The p-values resulting from statistical tests of null hypotheses 
are often used to judge the significance of the findings. Small p-values suggest that 
the null hypothesis is unlikely to be true. In particular, in our study, the p-values de-
scribe the likelihood of obtaining the value of the observed test statistic under the 
null hypothesis of no duration dependence. A small p-value indicates a significant 
departure from exponentiality. 
We generally prefer the third column of each table, that is, the = y) and 
ZOo : y) tests, which assume a minimum duration equal to our shortest observed 
duration (e.g., for the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, 5 months for Bear mar-
kets, 4 months for Bull markets, 11 months for Bear-to-Bull market cycles, and 14 
months for Bull-to-Bear market cycles). The first two columns in each table are ob-
tained with smaller t^  values, and they are used to check the robustness of the re-
sults, while the W, Z columns do not include information of t^. We also generally 
prefer the W statistics to the Z statistics since the former have exact finite-sample 
4 2 
critical values. 
First, consider the W and Z tests that do not condition on a particular t^. As 
for Bear markets and Bull markets, we fail to reject the null hypothesis of no dura-
tion dependence at conventional significance levels in all markets. However, it is in-
teresting to note that, there is some evidence of duration dependence in whole cycles 
in all markets, as shown in Table 18. The results of the Z tests are in solid agreement 
with those of the W tests. 
Next, we examine the W ( � = / ) and Z (~ =厂）tests, which make use of the 
information of t^. An upper bound for t^  is the actual shortest duration observed. 
The results from the Z (~ :厂）tests have no discernible difference as compared to 
those obtained from the W =厂）tests. Both conditional tests lend further support 
to the unconditional tests. 
As shown in Table 18, most of the whole cycles exhibit positive duration de-
pendence and most of the half cycles show duration independence. It should be 
noted that the duration dependence of a whole cycle does not rely much on the prop-
erties of the half cycles. The whole-cycle duration dependence may be observed if 
both halves of the cycle exhibit duration dependence, or if the Bear market or the 
4 3 
Bull market alone is duration dependent. Even if neither of half cycles is duration 
dependent, the whole cycle may still display duration dependence. The whole-cycle 
duration dependence suggests that the lengths of the whole cycles (Bear-to-Bull 
markets or Bull-to-Bear markets) cluster around a particular duration and exhibit 
stochastic periodicity. For the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, the whole cycle 
is more likely to cluster around 40 months. 
Furthermore, we find that the US stock markets are more efficient than the 
Chinese stock markets, as suggested by the fact that the latter has more significant W 
and Z results and smaller p values (see Table 18). We also find that the results of the 
Shenzhen B Share Index are similar to those of the US stock indices, which show 
more evidence of duration dependence in Bear-to-Bull market cycles than in 
Bull-to-Bear market cycles. A possible explanation for this finding is that the B 
Share market is open to foreign individual and institutional investors and that the 
transactions are settled in foreign currency, so the movements of B Share prices are 
closer to those of the US stocks as compared to the A Share prices. 
4 4 
5.1 Dow Jones Industrial Average Index 
Table 26: The Z and Z ( & = <2) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
Statistic 
Sample W (^=3) W (,o=4) W (,o=5) W 
D 1 , 0.048 0.040 0.033 0.037 Bear marke t s (o.960) (0.609) (0.279) (0.403) 
W (^0=2) W (ro=3) W (仏=4) W 
D 11 1 , 0 057 0.055 0.051 0.059 Bull markets (o.757) (0.819) (0.950) (0.796) 
W (ro=9) W(to=lO) W a o = l l ) W 
Rpnrtr^Rnii 0.083 0.079 0.074 0.088 Bear to Bull (0.102) (0.155) (0.228) (0.114) 
Wao=12) W(ro=13) Wao=14) W 
对 0.045 0.042 0 . 0 3 9 0.045 Bull to Bear (0.739) (0.615) (0.490) (0.645) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by linearly interpolating the tables in Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
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Table 26: The Z and Z ( & = <2) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
Statistic 
Sample Z Z ( � Z (^=5) Z 
D 1 , - 0 372 0.347 1.23 0.931 Bear marke t s (aviO) (0.729) (0.220) (0.352) 
Z (,0二2) Z (to=3) Z fe=4) Z 
D 1 , -1.36 一 1.11 -0.841 -1.29 Bull marke t s (0 173) (0.266) (0.400) (0.196) 
Z (^ 0=9) Z(A)=10) Z(ro=ll) Z 
D , o 11 -1.91 -1.73 -1.54 -2.05 ** Bear to Bull (0.056) (0.083) (0.123) (0.041) 
—Z (^ 0= 12^ Zao=13) Z (A)= 14) Z 
Bull to Bear ？。。微— « 
Note: these p-values are obtained by using the asymptotic distribution of the Z and Z{t^ = Y) statistics, N(0, 1). 
* p-value < 0.05 
# Negative Z statistics imply positive duration dependence. 
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5.2 NASDAQ Composite Index 
Table 26: The Z and Z ( & = <2) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
Statistic 
Sample W (r�=6)—— W (6=7) W (,�=8) W 
Bear markets 0.040 0.037 0.034 0.039 
(0.448) (0.330) (0.212) (0.339) 
W (ro=8) w (?o=9) Wao=10) w 
Bull markets 0 090 0.087 0.084 0.101 
(0.097) (0.124) (0.154) (0.071) 
W(ro=18) W(ro=19) W (to=20) W 
Bear to Bull 0 142 ** 0.138 ** 0.135 ** 0.172 ** 
(<0.01) (<0.01) (<0.01) (<0.01) 
W ( t ' ^ W W(ro=30) W(6=31) W 
Bull to Bear 0.108* 0.105 0.102 0.125 * 
(0.046) (0.052) (0.066) (0.026) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by linearly interpolating the tables in Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01 
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Table 26: The Z and Z ( & = <2) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
Statistic 
Sample Z (to=6) Z fa=7) Z (^=8) Z 
D 1 , 0.586 0.938 1.32 1.03 Bear markets (o.558) (0.348) (0.186) (0.304) 
Z (,0=8) Z (to=9) Z (,0=10) Z 
D n 1 . -1.51 一 1.39 -1.27 -1.77 Bull marke t s (0.13O) (0.162) (0.204) (0.077) 
Z fa二 18) 2(^0=19) Z(,o=20) Z 
D , T3 n — - 2 . 4 9 * -2.42 * -3.03** Bear to Bull (o.Oll) (0.013) (0.016) (<0.01) 
^ 0 = 2 9 ) ____^^0=30) 一 Z(ro=31) — Z 
^ „ ^ - 1 81 -1.72 -1.62 -2.16* Bull to Bea r (O.OTl) (0.086) (0.105) (0.030) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by using the asymptotic distribution of the Z and Z(=厂）statistics, N(0, 1). 
* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01 
# Negative Z statistics imply positive duration dependence. 
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5.3 Shanghai A Share Index 
Table 14: The W and W ( r � = a ) tests and the p-values under the Null (Shanghai A) 
Statistic 
Sample W {to=2) W (to=3) W (6=4) W 
R…n^^rVpt. 0.073 0.064 0.055 0.063 Bear markets (0.169) (0.417) (0.722) (0.570) 
W (to=2) W (6=3) W (ro=4) W 
Rnll mr^rV^t. 0 .107" 0.091 * 0.077 0.090 * tJuU markets (<0.01) (0.026) (0.088) (0.045) 
W(ro=13) W(ro=14) W(,o=15) W 
n^^rtc^ Rnll 0.094 * 0.084 0.075 0.088 bear to hlull (0.033) (0.072) (0.145) (0.077) 
W (to=l) W fa=8) W (to=9) W 
Bull to Bear 0.141 ** 0.130** 0.120 ” 0.149** 
(cO.Ol) (cO.Ol) (cO.Ol) (<0.01) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by linearly interpolating the tables in Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01 
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Table 26: The Z and Z ( & = <2) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
Statistic 
Sample Z {to=2) Z (^=3) Z (^=4) Z 
n^^r m^rV^tc -1.17 —0.673 -0.10 -0.484 Bear markets (0.243) (0.501) (0.920) (0.628) 
Z (to=2) Z {to=3) Z (^0=4) Z 
Rnll m^rV^tc -2.60 **# -2.11* -1.52 -2.00* Bull marke t s (0.009) (0.035) (0.126) (0.046) 
Z(,o二 13) Z fa=14) Z(fo=15) Z 
R …八 R"ii - 1 . 9 0 - 1 . 5 3 - 1 . 1 2 - 1 . 5 8 Bear to Bull (0.058) (0.125) (0.263) (0.115) 
Z (to=l) Z Z {to=9) Z 
Riill tn Rp.r -3.09 ** -2.88 ** -2.64 ** -3.21 ** Bull to bear (0.002) (0.004) (0.008) (0.001) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by using the asymptotic distribution of the Z and Z{tQ = y ) statistics, N(0, 1). 
* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01 
# Negative Z statistics imply positive duration dependence. 
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5.4 Shenzhen B Share Index 
Table 16: The W and W ( & = <2) tests and the p-values under the Null (Shenzhen B) 
Statistic 
Sample W (,0=3) W W (Yo=5) W 
RPM rr,nrVPt. 0.089 0.076 0.063 0.074 b e a r marJcets (0.072) (0.187) (0.570) (0.355) 
W (^ 0=2) W fa=3)__ W “0=4) W 
Rnll nn.rV^tc 0.069 0.059 0.05 0.058 Bull marke t s (0.247) (0.586) (0.892) (0.726) 
^ 0 = 8 ) W (ro=9) W fa二 10) W 
T W t n R ” ” 0 .126" 0.116** 0.106* 0.130** Bear to Bull (<0.01) (<0.01) (0.018) (<0.01) 
W (ro=9) —Wfe)=10) — W(ro=ll) W 
R,川 tnRpqr 0.106* 0.097 * 0.088 0.105 * Bull to Bear (0.018) (0.040) (0.077) (0.036) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by linearly interpolating the tables in Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01 
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Table 26: The Z and Z ( & = <2) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
Statistic 
Sample Z (6=3) Z (to=4) Z (r�=5) Z 
D V . -1.71 -1.18 -0.532 -0.959 Bear marke t s (0.086) (0.239) (0.595) (0.169) 
Z (ro=2) _ Z (^ 0=3) Z (^0=4) Z 
D n 1 . -1.12 -0.545 0.140 -0.228 Bull markets (0.262) (0.586) (0.888) (0.820) 
Z (ro=8) Z {to=9) Z (to=lO) Z 
D , o n 一2.62** -2.38 * -2.12* —2.66 Bear to Bull (<0.01) (0.017) (0.034) (<0.01) 
z fa=9) — z fa二 10) z ( t o = n ) z 
Bull to Bear (0^ 037^ ) (O d^vf) ' { I M m41) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by using the asymptotic distribution of the Z and Z( f�=厂）statistics, N(0, 1). 
* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01 
# Negative Z statistics imply positive duration dependence. 
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5.5 Summary of Significant W and Z tests 
Table 18: The summary of significant W and Z tests 
and their p-values under the Null 
Statistic 
Dow Jones NASDAQ Shanghai � , o 1 T J . 1 ^ . , Shenzhen Sample Industrial Composite A Share _ … , B Share Average 
Bear markets (W) 
Bear markets (Z) 
Bull markets (W) 鄉5O)‘ 
Bull markets (Z) # 
T W t n R n l W W � 0.172 ** 0.130 ** Bear to Bull (W) (cO.Ol) (cO.Ol) 
—2 05 —3 03 ** _2 66 ** Bear to Bull (Z) (0.041) (<0:01) (<0:01) 
Rnii f^ R.ar AAA 0.125 * 0.149 *氺 0.105 * Bull to Bear (W) (0.026) (<0.01) (0.036) 
R n i i t � T w r 7 � -2.16* -3.21** -1.99* hJuU to Bear (Z) (0.030) (0.001) (0.047) 
Note: * p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01 # Negative Z statistics imply positive duration dependence. 
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Chapter 6. Sub-sample Analysis 
In order to examine whether the stock market efficiency has changed over 
time, we study the two sub-samples of the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, 
namely, the pre- and post- NASDAQ sub-samples. 
To make a consistent comparison between the Dow Jones and the NASDAQ, 
we employ 6-Month Moving Average Rules with a minimum duration of 2 months to 
generate the duration data for the Dow Jones sub-samples. The duration data of the 
two sub-samples are listed in Table 18 and Table 20. Their associated sample size, 
mean duration, standard error, and minimum duration are presented in Table 19 and 
Table 21, respectively. 
We are interested in the change of duration dependence induced by the de-
velopment of the stock markets. Intuitively, due to the development of the stock 
markets, we expect to find higher market efficiency in the latter sample. 
The p-values of the W tests for the sub-sample 1 and sub-sample 2 are given 
in Table 23 and Table 24, respectively. We find that most p-values in sub-sample 2 
are sizable when compared to those in sub-sample 1. Large p-values mean duration 
independence, which indicates that the market becomes more unpredictable, and 
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hence more efficient. The results of the Z tests in Tables 25 and 26 lend further sup-
port to the conclusion that the market efficiency has been improving over time. 
In addition, we also compare the second sub-sample of the Dow Jones Indus-
trial Average Index in Tables 24 and 26 with the NASDAQ Composite Index in Ta-
bles 12 and 13. The results show that almost all p-values in the Dow Jones Index are 
larger than those of the NASDAQ Index, indicating that the former market is less 
periodic and more efficient than the latter one. An explanation for this finding is that 
the Dow Jones Index is well-established and consists of companies from a wide va-
riety of industries, while the NASDAQ Index is relatively new and mainly includes 
technological companies which are subject to the same risk and have similar cyclical 
behavior. 
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6.1 Sub-sample 1 of the Dow Jones Index 
Table 19: Bull and Bear markets turning dates and durations (months) 
(Sub-sample 1 of the Dow Jones Index from Oct 1928 to Feb 1971) 
Turning Dates Bull Turing Dates Bear Bull to Bear to 
Markets Markets Bear Bull 
l-Apr-29—3-Sep-29 6 l-Oct-29—3-Feb-30 5 11 8 
3-Mar-30—l-May-30 3 2-Jun-30—l-Jul-32 26 29 31 
l-Aug-32—l-Dec-32 5 3-Jan-33 一 l-Mar-33 3 8 16 
3-Apr-33—2-Apr-34 13 l-May-34—l-Oct-34 6 19 35 
l-Nov-34—l-Mar-37 29 l-Apr-37—2-May-38 14 43 21 
1-Jun-38—l-Dec-38 7 3-Jan-39—l-Jun-39 6 13 12 
3-Jul-39—l-Dec-39 6 2-Jan-40—l-Aug-40 8 14 12 
3-Sep-40—2-Dec-40 4 2-Jan-41—l-May-41 5 9 9 
2-Jun-41—2-Sep-41 4 l-Oct-41—l-Jun-42 9 13 24 
1-Jul-42—l-Sep-43 15 l-Oct-43—l-Dec-43 3 18 33 
3-Jan-44—3-Jun-46 30 l-Jul-46—2-Dec-46 6 36 9 
2-Jan-47—3-Mar-47 3 l-Apr-47 — l-May-47 2 5 9 
2-Jun-47—l-Dec-47 7 2-Jan-48—2-Feb-48 2 9 8 
l-Mar-48—2-Aug-48 6 l-Sep-48 — l-Jun-49 10 16 43 
1-Jul-49—3-Mar-52 33 l-Apr-52—l-May-52 2 35 11 
2-Jun-52—2-Feb-53 9 2-Mar-53—l-Sep-53 7 16 42 
l-Oct-53—l-Aug-56 35 4-Sep-56—l-Mar-57 7 42 11 
1-Apr-57—l-Jul-57 4 l-Aug-57—3-Feb-58 7 11 25 
3-Mar-58—3-Aug-59 18 l-Sep-59 — l-Oct-59 2 20 4 
2-NOV-59—l-Dec-59 2 4-Jan-60—2-May-60 5 7 8 
l-Jun-60—l-Aug-60 3 l-Sep-60—l-Nov-60 3 6 16 
l-Dec-60—l-Dec-61 13 2-Jan-62—l-Oct-62 10 23 41 
l-Nov-62—3-May-65 31 l-Jun-65—2-Aug-65 3 34 9 
l-Sep-65—l-Feb-66 6 l-Mar-66 — l-Dec-66 10 16 19 
3-Jan-67—l-Sep-67 9 2-Oct-67—l-Mar-68 6 15 16 
l-Apr-68—2-Jan-69 10 3-Feb-69—l-Jul-70 18 28 24 
3-Aug-70—4-Jan-71 6 NA NA NA 
Table 20: Summary statistics of Bull and Bear markets (months) 
Sample Sample Size Mean Duration Standard Error Min Duration 
Bear Markets 26 7.1 5.5 2 
Bull Markets 27 11.7 10.4 2 
Bear to Bull 26 19.1 11.9 4 
Bull to Bear 26 19.1 11.3 5 
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6.2 Sub-sample 2 of the Dow Jones Index 
Table 21: Bull and Bear markets turning dates and durations (months) 
(Sub-sample 2 of the Dow Jones Index from Feb 1971 to Apr 2006) 
Turning Dates Bear Turing Dates Bull Bear to Bull to 
Markets Markets Bull Bear 
2-Aug-71—l-Nov-71 4 l-Dec-71—l-May-72 6 10 8 
l-Jun-72—3-Jul-72 2 l-Aug-72—2-Jan-73 6 8 13 
l-Feb-73—l-Aug-73 7 4-Sep-73—l-Oct-73 2 9 16 
l-Nov-73—2-Dec-74 14 2-Jan-75—l-Jun-76 18 32 39 
1-Jul-76—l-Mar-78 21 3-Apr-78—l-Sep-78 6 27 11 
2-Oct-78—l-Feb-79 5 l-Mar-79—4-Sep-79 7 12 10 
l-Oct-79—3-Dec-79 3 2-Jan-80—l-Feb-80 2 5 4 
3-Mar-80—l-Apr-80 2 l-May-80—l-May-81 13 15 27 
l-Jun-81—l-Jul-82 14 2-Aug-82—l-Dec-83 17 31 24 
3-Jan-84—2-Jul-84 7 l-Aug-84—l-Sep-87 38 45 44 
1-Oct-87 — l-Mar-88 6 4-Apr-88—l-Dec-89 21 27 23 
2-Jan-90—l-Feb-90 2 l-Mar-90—2-Jul-90 5 7 10 
l-Aug-90—3-Dec-90 5 2-Jan-91—l-Jul-92 19 24 23 
3-Aug-92—2-NOV-92 4 l-Dec-92—l-Feb-94 15 19 19 
l-Mar-94—l-Jun-94 4 l-Jul-94—l-Jul-98 49 53 51 
3-Aug-98—l-Sep-98 2 l-Oct-98—3-Jan-OO 16 18 22 
1-Feb-OO—3-Jul-OO 6 1-Aug-OO—2-Jan-Ol 6 12 8 
1-Feb-Ol—1-Mar-Ol 2 2-Apr-Ol—1-May-Ol 2 4 8 
1-Jun-Ol—1-Nov-Ol 6 3-Dec-Ol—l-Apr-02 5 11 16 
l-May-02—3-Mar-03 11 l-Apr-03—l-Mar-04 12 23 19 
l-Apr-04—l-Oct-04 7 l-Nov-04—l-Mar-05 5 12 8 
1-Apr-Q5—l-Jun-05 3 l-Jul-05—3-Apr-06 13 NA 
Table 22: Summary statistics of the Bull and Bear markets (months) 
Sample Sample Size Mean Duration Standard Error Min Duration 
Bear Markets 22 6.2 4.8 2 
Bull Markets 22 12.7 11.7 2 
Bear to Bull 22 19.0 12.8 4 
Bull to Bear 21 19.2 12.6 4 
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6.3 Comparison of Sub-samples of the Dow Jones Index 
Table 23: The W and W (r�二 ) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
(Sub-sample 1 from Oct 1928 to Feb 1971) 
Statistic 
Sample W (to=0) W (^=1) Wao=2) W 
Rpqr •ri^Ptc 0.062 0.046 0.033 0.037 Bear markets (0.181) (0.787) (0.569) (0.705) 
W (to=0) W(ro=l) W (巧=2) W 
Rnii r^.rV.fc 0.045 0.038 0.031 0.035 Bull markets (0.745) (0.943) (0.582) (0.681) 
W {to=2) W (ro=3) W (ro=4) W 
n^^rtr^nuU 0.074 0.066 0.059 0.067 Bear to Bull (0.055) (0.125) (0.264) (0.155) 
W (to=3) W “0=4) W (to=5) W 
Rnii tr^TW 0.073 0.065 0.057 0.065 Bull to Bear (0.062) (0.139) (0.345) (0.182) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by linearly interpolating the tables in Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
Table 24: The W and W = a) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
(Sub-sample 2 from Feb 1971 to Apr 2006) 
Statistic 
Sample W (to=0) W (巧二 1) W (to=2) W 
Rp^r m^rVPt. 0.070 # 0.051 # 0.034 0.038 hJear markets (0.353) (0.944) (0.332) (0.436) 
W (to=0) W(to=l) W (to=2) W 
R„ll m^rkPK 0.051 # 0.044 0.037 0.042 bim markets (0.944) (0.771) (0.464) (0.602) 
W (to=2) W (ro=3) W (to=4) W 
Rp^^rmRnll 0.074 # 0.066 # 0.059 # 0.068 # Bear to tiull (0.228) (0.477) (0.695) (0.528) 
W (^0=2) W (/o=3) W (to=4) W 
RnllmRp^ir 0.082 # 0.073 # 0.065 # 0.077 # tsuil to tsear (0.174) (0.384) (0.614) (0.385) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by linearly interpolating the tables in Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
# means the p-value in sub-sample 2 is larger than the corresponding one in sub-sample 1. 
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Table 26: The Z and Z ( & = <2) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
(Sub-sample 1 from Oct 1928 to Feb 1971) 
Statistic 
Sample Z (ro=0) Z(ro=l) Z (^=2) Z 
IWrrmrl^Ptc -1.95 -0.906 0.543 0.223 Bear marke t s (0.051) (0.365) (0.588) (0.823) 
Z ( M ) ) Z(ro=l) Z(,o=2) Z 
^^^v^fc -0.678 0.050 0.927 0.636 hiuil markets (0.498) (0.960) (0.354) (0.525) 
Z (^ 0=2) Z (ro=3) Z (6=4) Z 
R^^r tr. Rnll -1.86 "1.46 "LOl "1.42 Bear to Bull (0.063) (0.144) (0.315) (0.155) 
Z (ro=3) Zao=4) Z(,o二5) Z 
Rnii tn R^^r —1.78 -1.35 "0.852 -1.26 Bull to b e a r (0.075) (0.178) (0.394) (0.208) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by using the asymptotic distribution of the Z and Z{t^ = y ) statistics, N(0, 1). 
Table 26: The Z and Z{t^= a) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
(Sub-sample 2 from Feb 1971 to Apr 2006) 
Statistic 
Sample Z “0=0) 2(^0=1) Z (to=2) Z 
Rp^r m^rV^tc —1.56 # —0.416# 1.27 0.983 Bear markets (0.118) (0.677) (0.204) (0.354) 
Z (ro=0) Z(ro=l) Z(,o=2) Z 
Rnii m^rV.tc —0.581# 0.014 # 0.720 # 0.387 # bu l l markets (0.561) (0.989) (0.472) (0.699) 
Z {to=2) Z (^ 0=3) Z (^ 0=4) Z 
RpnrtnRnii 一 1.33 # _0.937# —0.494# -0.918# b e a r to b u l l (0.184) (0.349) (0.622) (0.358) 
Z {to=2) Z (,0=3) Z (to=4) Z 
bull to bear (0.132) (0.253) (0.463) (0.234) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by using the asymptotic distribution of the Z and Z( / � = / ) statistics, N(0, 1). 
# means the p-value in sub-sample 2 is larger than the corresponding one in sub-sample 1. 
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6.4 Comparison of the Dow Jones Index and the NASDAQ Composite Index 
Table 24: The W and W (r�二 ) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
(Sub-sample 2 from Feb 1971 to Apr 2006) 
Statistic 
Sample W (ro=0) W(ro=l) W (r()=2) W 
Rpnr m^rkPK 0.070 0.051 # 0.034 # 0.038 # bear markets (0.349) (0.960) (0.314) (0.440) 
W (ro=0) W (ro=l) W (ro=2) W 
R„ll m^rkPK 0.051 # 0.044 # 0.037 # 0.042 # Bull marke t s (0.938) (0.763) (0.560) (0.602) 
w (ro=2) W (ro=3) W (ro=4) W 
Rpqrtr^Riill 0.074 # 0.066 # 0.059 # 0.077 # Bear to bull (0.231) (0.477) (0.711) (0.283) 
W (to=2) W (ro=3) W (to=4) W 
R , � tnRpqr 0.082 # 0.073 # 0.065 # 0.068 # Bull to Bear (0.176) (0.378) (0.614) (0.625) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by linearly interpolating the tables in Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
# means the p-value in sub-sample 2 is larger than the corresponding one in the NASDAQ. 
Table 12: The W and W ( r � = a ) tests and their p-values under the Null (NASDAQ) 
(From Feb 1971 to Mar 2006) 
Statistic 
Sample W (to=6) W (,()=7) W (fo=8) W 
Bear markets 0.040 0.037 0.034 0.039 
(0.523) (0.390) (0.258) (0.389) 
W (ro=8) W (ro=9) W(6=10) W 
Bull markets 0.090 0.087 0.084 0.101 
(0.066) (0.083) (0.099) (0.046) 
W(ro=18) w(/()=19) W (ro=20) W 
Bear to Bull 0.104 0.101 0.098 0.207 
(0.038) (0.045) (0.054) (<0.01) 
W(/o 二 29) 二 30) W(ro=31) W 
Bull to Bear 0.108 0.105 0.102 0.125 
(0.029) (0.036) (0.043) (0.014) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by linearly interpolating the tables in Shapiro and Wilk (1972). 
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Table 26: The Z and Z ( & = <2) tests and their p-values under the Null (Dow Jones) 
(Sub-sample 2 from Feb 1971 to Apr 2006) 
Statistic 
Sample Z Oo=0) Z(to=\) Z (to=2) Z 
T W m — t e -1.56 -0.416# 1.27 # 0.983 # Bear markets (0.118) (0.677) (0.204) (0.354) 
z (^0=0) z (to=l) z (to=2) Z 
Rnll m^rV^tc -0.581# 0.014 # 0.720 # 0.抖7# Bull marke t s (0.561) (0.989) (0.472) (0.699) 
Z (^0=2) Z (to=3) Z (to=4) Z 
Rpo r 仏 R n l l - 1 . 3 3 # - 0 . 9 3 7 # - 0 . 4 9 4 # - 0 . 9 1 8 # Bear to Bull (0.184) (0.349) (0.622) (0.358) 
Z (to=2) — Z(r�=3) Z(G=4) Z 
Rni"八 R … -1.51# -1.14# -0.734# -1.19 # Bull to Bear (0.132) (0.253) (0.463) (0.234) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by using the asymptotic distribution of the Z and Z( / � = jO statistics, N(0, 1). 
# means the p-value in sub-sample 2 is larger than the corresponding one in the NASDAQ. 
Table 13: The Z and Z (r�二 a ) tests and their p-values under the Null (NASDAQ) 
(From Feb 1971 to Mar 2006) 
• • • • • • - ^ - • • • ' - ' • • • • ^ - • - . • • - . • - • • - • - • - i . . - — — = = = - • • • • I ‘ 
Statistic 
Sample Z (r�=6) Z (to=7) Z (ro=8) Z 
r^.rV.tc 0.586 0.938 1.32 1.03 Bear markets (0.558) (0.348) (0.186) (0.304) 
Z(r�=8) Z(6=9) 二 10) Z 
Bull markets (O.Vso^ ) (0J6^) (0^204) ((lOll) 
Z(r�=18) Z(ro=19) Z (^=20) Z 
TWtnRn i i -1.87 一 1.78 -1.70 —3.69 Bear to Bull (0.061) (0.074) (0.090) (<0.001) 
Z(/o 二 29) Z(ro 二 30) Z(ro二31) Z 
Riill tr^  Uf^ rxr —1.81 —1.72 —1.62 —2.16 bull to bear (0.071) (0.086) (0.105) (0.030) 
Note: these p-values are obtained by using the asymptotic distribution of the Z and Z { t ^ = y ) statistics, N(0, 1). 
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Chapter 7. Conclusion 
Duration dependence of stock market cycles is of important empirical rele-
vance because it can be considered as the evidence against the Efficient Market Hy-
pothesis, which has been under serious siege in recent years. In this thesis, we have 
revisited this issue in the American and Chinese stock markets with an alternative 
definition of Bull and Bear markets. Instead of estimating a particular hazard model, 
we resort to the nonparametric testing procedure as they are not distorted by incor-
rect parametric specifications. 
For both American and Chinese markets, we find little evidence of duration 
dependence in Bear and Bull markets (half cycles). Nonetheless, it is very interesting 
that even if both the half cycles are duration independent, the whole cycles may still 
be duration dependent. In this regard, we have found some evidence of duration de-
pendence in the whole cycles (Bear-to-Bull cycles and Bull-to-Bear cycles). This 
indicates that the lengths of the whole cycles cluster around a particular duration, 
which is about 40 months for the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index. Such a result 
is in close agreement with those of Diebold and Rudebusch (1990) on business cy-
cles. Thus, our findings indicate that business and stock market cycles are highly re-
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lated and demonstrate similar cyclical behavior. Furthermore, by examining the 
sub-samples of the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, we have found that the 
market efficiency has been improving over time. We have also compared the Dow 
Jones Index with the NASDAQ Index. It is found that the NASDAQ index demon-
strates a high degree of periodicity as compared to the Dow Jones Index. A possible 
explanation for this observation is that the NASDAQ Index mainly includes techno-
logical companies which are subject to the same risk and have similar cyclical be-
havior. 
The thesis contributes to the literature on duration dependence of stock mar-
kets in four aspects. Firstly, a new definition of stock market cycles has been intro-
duced. Our definition can uniquely classify Bull and Bear States and consequently 
avoids the subjective visual inspection of the market peaks and troughs in the con-
ventional definitions. Secondly, we have extended the nonparametric procedure used 
by Diebold and Rudebusch (1990) on the business cycles to the stock market cycles. 
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first study applying these nonparametric 
methods to study the duration dependence of stock market cycles. Thirdly, while the 
existing literature mainly focuses on the American stock market, our work also in-
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vestigates the emerging stock market in China, and the market behavior in these two 
countries has been compared. Finally, we have examined the two sub-samples of the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average Index and found that the stock market efficiency has 
been improving over time. 
It should be noted that this thesis only studies the US and China stock markets. 
Future researches along this line include applying our method to the stock markets of 
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